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the natural world
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For me nature is an endless source of inspiration. We are fortunate to live in a wonderful 

landscape. There are mountains, lakes rivers on our doorstep and areas of wild moor-

land nearby to delight the eye and nourish the soul. Although we do not have many 

trees near us the deepening shades of reds and yellows in the moor-land grasses bring 

their own visual delight. To walk about in such a landscape is to come back recharged 

with new ideas and renewed energy for creative work. Over a period of time living here I 

have also developed a strong sense of belonging in the world and this, I feel, is somehow 

reflected in my work. 

I rarely bring a camera with me when I am out walking but in the last few months I have 

done so occasionally and the few pictures here will give an impression of the locality.

The lichen studies are a glimpse at what can be seen when walking the hills.

Loch na Fooey, looking east from Fooey hill



Falling water above Loch na Fooey
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Bare branches, blue-black sky.  
This was taken outside my workshop.
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White stone , black circle

Rock with white and rust tones
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Lichen with patterns

Stone with whitening lichen  
and deepening texture



A blackening sky, rain clouds approaching towards Mweelrea
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This nest was close to my workshop and sitting 
low on a branch so I was able to see when the 

chicks had hatched out without disturbing them
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Standing crop of willow with harvested  
bundles lying on the ground

Willow field growing vigorously in June
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materials
Willow is my primary material and it was the ease with which willow could be grown that first 

attracted me to basketmaking.  Willow roots easily from cuttings and in spring 30 to 40 cm 

cuttings are planted into the ground and the task thereafter is to keep the ground clean to avoid 

competition from weed growth .For this reason many small scale growers use black polythene 

or a membrane of some sort to suppress weed growth. One can expect a harvest in the first 

year but it usually takes about three years before the bed reaches its full potential.

 I planted my first willow bed in 1978 and since then I have always had close to an acre in cultivation. 

I currently have about 15 varieties of willow including several different types of Salix purpurea 

ranging from green to black in colour. Salix purpurea is one of the easiest types of willow to 

grow organically and although I no longer bother with organic certification I still grow the willow 

using organic methods. Other willow varieties we grow include Salix alba chermesina, (red skin 

colour), Salix daphnoides, (blue skin), Salix rubra continental, (yellow), Salix rubra Harrison, (red 

brown), Salix triandra Dark French, (brown) and Salix Decipiens (white).

 The willow is harvested annually in the dormant season, from late November to mid March, 

and is sorted by height, a process known as grading, before being dried outside. Once dried 

the willow is stored under cover and must be soaked for a period of 7-18 days to make it pliable 

enough to weave with. The length of time needed varies according to the variety and the 

temperature of the water.  Forward planning is crucial in working with natural willow. I also use 

steam to help condition soaked willow in cold weather. There is a short window of time, about 6 

weeks in late spring, when partially dried willow can be woven without much fear of shrinkage 

and I tend to use up some of my salix daphnoides (blue) at this time as it does not soak well.

I also harvest wild material each year. This material would include larch, birch and bog myrtle 

twigs. These I dry and soak in the same way as I do willow but I would almost always use steam 

to render them more pliable.  I also harvest some willow twigs with catkins which are then dried 

almost to the point of being no longer pliable before  being woven

I mainly use randing and pairing for the non functional baskets and I adapt these techniques 

where necessary if using wild material.
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Since 1999 onwards I have become increasingly interested in incorporating found 

pieces of wood into my work. Much of this wood is found in bogland near where I 

live. The top layer of peat has been cut away for fuel exposing wood which had been 

submerged for more than a thousand years. This wood is usually very hard but of 

course it begins to weather once exposed to the air. 

I also use wood from trees that have fallen or been felled and I am particularly keen to 

use wood where the branches were cut or fell from the tree in its youth leaving rather 

mysterious holes in the trunk. I make pods from these.  In some cases I make a basket 

or sculptural form on wood that has interesting markings and in this case the basket is 

made without any opening. Almost all of these pods are made upside down with the 

base being finished last-an idea that comes from the Irish donkey creel. This finishing 

method is slow but ideally suited to allow the wood to be shown to advantage.

All wood is treated with wood preservative before being incorporated into the baskets.

Scrub willow grows abundantly in the valley where I live and this is often coppiced and 

used for firewood or for living willow fence posts. This willow, Salix cinera, Salix aurita or 

Salix caprea or their crosses is regarded as a weed tree in commercial forestry but the 

bark can have beautiful patterns, especially when various lichens grow on it. The bark 

of willow peels readily in late spring / early summer and at this time I usually harvest 

bark and allow it to dry. This bark is then soaked overnight to make bark baskets.

I also roll the bark back from various pieces of wood, cutting away surplus wood to 

leave a solid core of wood and bark that might have interesting markings. The loose 

bark on either end of this solid core becomes the warp over which other bark is 

woven to make sculptural bark objects. Many of these markings occur naturally but 

I  occasionally make markings on the bark with a chisel one or two years before 

harvesting and as the tree continues to grow the marks become one with the bark. 

wood

bark
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Bark drying and the poles from  
which bark has been removed



Combining various pieces together to see whether 
they have a sense of belonging together

Rowan wood ready after  2 years 
seasoning to be used in the making of pods

16

making non-functional baskets
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There is a wonderful area of wild isolated bog land about 5 miles from where  
I live and this is where I source most of my bog wood, almost all of it being bog 
pine This work is prompted by a desire to develop a deeper connection to the 
natural world.  My concern is to reawaken a sense of wonder.  More recently I 
have begun to work with tree holes where branches have been cut off in the 
earlier life of the tree.  Sometimes I make baskets based on the fork of a tree 
and the interesting bark patterns that develop there become a focal point in the 
basket.  I also began deliberately marking tree branches a few years ago and 
some of these have grown sufficiently to allow them to be included in future work. 
Most of the baskets which incorporate wood are organic pod like forms of some 
sort.

 When I first pick up a piece of wood that I am considering using in my work I often 
do not have the faintest idea what it will become in a basket but over time ideas 
arise This not having a clear idea of what the work will become is in contrast to 
functional basketmaking. In fact one of the things I stress when I am teaching 
functional baskets is that ideally one should have a clear picture of the finished 
basket before one cuts even so much as a base stick. The advantage of being 
able to picture the finished basket is that one can make sound judgements about 
how thick the willow uprights will be when finishing and because of the taper in 
willow this is important.  Accordingly when looking at a piece of wood as the basis 
for a basket I try to work out a fairly clear picture of how the basket will develop but 
this does not rule out being open to change as the work progresses. In fact one 
of the facets of making that has become increasingly important to me is a type 
of listening while I am making; this is a type of openness to the material where I do 
not impose my ideas on the basket but try to allow it to become. 

In the case of bog pine  I will bring the wood that I have selected home and having 
allowed it to season I will then try to combine various pieces together temporarily 
to see whether they have a sense of belonging together.   If wood pieces seem to 
combine well together I will lash them with flexible wire but this will be replaced by 
twisted willow rods when the making process begins. 

When dealing with wood from felled or fallen trees I will sometimes find  interesting 
pieces which need very little work other than to split the wood and allow it to 
season. The pieces of rowan wood, above on opposite page, would be ready 
after about 2 years seasoning to use in the making of pods.  More usually I will 
have to adapt the shape and in the picture of the ash wood, above on opposite 
page, one can see a large pieces of ash wood which I split with a froe and then 
divided into two pieces, one of these became Birth which can be seen in the 
gallery section.  I also usually treat the wood with clear preserver during the 
seasoning stage to prevent insect  damage.

making non-functional baskets
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The process of making often involves boring holes in the wood I have selected 
in order for it to accept the willow uprights. The photo below shows the making 
process begun with two pieces of wood joined and holes bored. The finished 
basket, ‘Pouch on weathered holly wood’, is shown opposite..  

It may not be clear from this description that when I bore holes in the wood the 
making process is happening upside down with the mouth of the basket being 
made first and the base being completed last by sticking the uprights into the 
opposite side to form a warp over which the base of the basket must then be 
patiently woven.  The picture below and on the opposite page shows the base 
being formed for Bog Boat/From the Deirks and the finished basket can be seen 
in the section dealing with baskets inspired by poetry elsewhere in this booklet. 

The making process begun with two 
pieces of wood joined and holes bored.



Pouch on  
oLd hoLLy  Wood
weathered holly wood  
and willow rods
32x48x38xcm

Base being formed 
for Bog Boat
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If I do not choose to bore holes in the wood then some of it becomes covered in the 
making process.  This type of making follows the principle of frame basketmaking 
where the basket is woven around a hoop or frame, a style which was, in the past, 
very popular with country basketmakers throughout Europe. This technique is 
used in “From the Bog, December, 2006”.  The frame is made from three different 
pieces of bog pine and the partially made basket can be seen below. 
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FRoM The Bog, deceMBeR 2006
bog pine and willow rods
57x55x60cm

21
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baskets inspired 
       by poetry or prose

In addition to the natural world itself I find I draw inspiration for my work from 

various sources. The poet Rilke talked about us being “the bees of the invisible” 

gathering the honey of the visible to store it in the hive of the invisible. He saw it 

as our task to imprint the temporary sensations of the earth into the depths of 

our being so that its essence would arise again in some other form within us. I 

find there are many insights which I glean from various written and oral sources 

and poetry and music are certainly very important to me. In most cases the link 

between a poem or a piece of music is not tangible but I have selected a few 

baskets here where the link is very real indeed.
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Bog MyRTLe BoWL
23 x 55 x 55 cm
2006

This basket was inspired by the last lines of Wild Geese  quoted below. The 
theme of being at home here in the family of things led me to try make a more 
nest like basket which would be a symbol of our belonging and this bog myrtle 
bowl was the first such style I tried . I have subsequently made bowls using  
various wild materials and also tried to make nests and “raw baskets” with a 
similar idea in mind.

Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
The world offers itself to your imagination,
Calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting-
Over and over announcing your place
In the family of things.
From Wild Geese, by Mary Oliver
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SouRceS no. 1
weathered holly wood found on the  
shores of Loch mask and willow rods  
(s.purpurea packing twine)
64 x48 x 104 cm
2007

When I found this wood there was a  
stone embedded around the roots with lots  
of mysterious openings and it somehow  
connected in my mind with hidden depths  
and O Searcaigh’s  poem.
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Brid once said
it’s hard to find a well these days”,
as she filled up another bowl. 
“They’re hidden in bulrushes and grass,
choked by weeds and green scum
but for all the neglect, they’ve lost
not a drop of their true essence.
Find your own well, my lad,
for the arid times to come.
They dry up who steer clear of sources

From Tobar by Cathall Ó Searcaigh, translated by Frank Sewell

“ Is doiligh tobar a aimsiú faoi láthair”
arsa Bríd, ag líonadh an babhla athuair.
“Tá said folaithe i bhfeagacha agus i bhféar,
tachtaithe ag caileannógach agus cuiscreach,
ach in ainneoin na neamhairde go léir
níor chaill said a dhath den tseanmhianach.
Aimsigh do thobar féin, a chroí,
óir tá am an anáis romhainn amach:
Caithfear pilleadh arís ar na foinsí”

SouRceS no.  2 
weathered holly wood found 
on the shores of Loch Mask 
and willow rods  
(s.rubra Harrison’s, steamed)
64 x48 x 104 cm
2007



This basket is connected to a line from a poem by Seamus Heaney, no 8 from 
Squarings where he retells the story from the annals which describes how a 
ship appeared into view while the monks were at prayer and the anchor got 
caught on the altar rails.  A man climbs down from the ship and the monks help 
to free the anchor  whereupon the man  climbed back “ out of the marvellous 
as he had known it”. The idea of a bog boat is itself fanciful but the idea of 
looking anew at the world is not.
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Bog BoAT
from the deircs

Bog Pine and willow rods
(s.rubra Harrison’s, steamed)

59 x160 x 78 cm
2007
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heART WoRk 
lichen encrusted beech wood and 

willow rods (s.purpurea packing twine) 
55x60x70 cm

2008

Work of the eyes is  done, now Werk des Gesichts ist getan,
Go and do heartwork tue nun Herz-Werk
On all the images imprisoned within you an den Bildern in dir

From Wendung/Turning-Point by Rainer Maria Rilke, translated by Stephen Mitchell



This basket has its seeds in the Buddhist phrase “the insentient expresses 
the way” but how the insentient, that which to our sensibilities has no feeling, 
actually expresses the way is difficult, if not impossible, to explain.  But then 
I think of the surfaces on which lichen develops, their passive acceptance 
makes it possible and I come a little closer to understanding. 

Pod on encRuSTed Beech Wood
Beech wood and willow rods
(s.purpurea packing twine, steamed) 
Photographer Rory Moore
45 x60 x55 cm
2009
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A FAMIne MeMoRIAL
bog oak, willow rods (s.purpurea  

packing twine steamed)
found sheep bones and wire

40x55x46 cm
2011

“ It’s no metaphor to feel the influence of the dead in the world, just as it’s no 
metaphor to hear the radiocarbon chronometer, the Geiger counter amplifying the 
faint breathing of rock, fifty thousand years old. (Like the faint thump from behind 
the womb wall.) It is no metaphor to witness the astonishing fidelity of minerals 
magnetized, even after hundreds of millions of years, pointing to the magnetic pole, 
minerals that have never forgotten magma whose cooling off has left them forever 
desirous. We long for place; but place itself longs. Human memory is encoded in air 
currents and river sediment.”

From Fugitive Pieces, by Anne Michaels

I look across at the traces of potato beds dug by spade more than 150 years ago and 
wonder about the people who lived here then and the suffering that was endured in the 
great famine. These ideas by Anne Michaels from her wonderful novel, Fugitive Pieces, 
inspired me to try to make a commemorative basket of some sort. I plan to return to 
these ideas again as a source for other work.



“See hoW IT WoRkS  
uPon ThAT WhIch IS hARd”
sea stone, wood  and willow rods 
(s.purpurea packing twine steamed)
40 x 54 x 36 cm
2010

Nothing in the world is softer  
Or more yielding than water 

And yet for working upon that which is hard
Nothing can surpass it

Sa domhan uilig níl rud ar bith
Níos boige ná níos laige na uisce

Ach sa chaoi a noibríonn sé ar an rud ata cruaidh
Ní féidir cinneadh air

Lao Tzu
Tao TEH Ching, verse 78

 Irish version Joe Hogan
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LARge BuRden BASkeT
stripped alder branches  
and willow rods
70 x 200 x 70 cm
2007

No basket is big enough to carry the troubles of the world but I was thinking of 
some of those troubles when I was putting the framework  for this basket together 
having read in 2006 the impassioned plea made by Stephen Lewis regarding the 
need for action to stop the spread of aids quoted below.
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“What is wrong with the world? People 
are dying in numbers that are the stuff of 
science fiction. Millions of human beings 
are at risk. Communities, families, 
mothers, fathers, children are like shards 
of humanity caught in a maelstrom of 
destruction. They are flesh and blood 
human beings for God’s sake; is that not 
enough to ignite the conscience of the 
world?”

I realise that this basket is unlikely to do 
anything to contribute to aids awareness 
but the concept of the burdens of the 
world were very much in my mind  during 
its making.  The frame work of the basket 
was gaunt but a softer form seemed to 
suggest itself in the making. The nails are 
hand forged by Stephan Gleissner who 
also makes tools for basketmakers.
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TyRone cReeL
this was a style popular 
throughout Ireland and was  
ideal as a human burden basket.
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indigenous baskets

I came to basketmaking at a time when the old traditional baskets of the Irish 
countryside were disappearing fast but were still in use in certain remote areas. 
This area around Loch Na Fooey was one such area and I was particularly 
fortunate in finding when we moved here that a near neighbour, Tommy Joyce 
(or Tommy Sheain Tommy as he was better known) was himself a basketmaker. 
This was not as unusual as it sounds because until relatively recently baskets 
were essential around the farm and therefore each community around here had 
one or two people who could make baskets. Tommy soon showed me how to 
make a creel or donkey pannier and I was intrigued because here was a style 
of basketmaking which was unlike anything I had seen before . The basket 
was made upside down with the base being the last part of the basket to be 
completed. I became very interested in this rich heritage of indigenous baskets, 

WheLk PoT
a fishing pot  
made from hazel
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discovering that there were other regional variations of the creel and also discovering 
one of the last lobster fishermen in these parts to make and fish his own pots from 
locally grown willow.  Over a number of years I made most of the different regional 
baskets and also began to teach them to others when the opportunity arose. I finally 
documented their making and use in Basketmaking in Ireland, published in 2001.

 Because of this book some people may have expected me to be a very traditional 
maker but for the past 10 years or more I have become increasingly interested in 
making non-functional work - the type of work mainly shown in this book. This work 
is, however, still inspired by Irish traditional baskets. This is especially true in that the 
technical solutions needed to combine the use of wood and willow are found in the 
donkey creel with its upside down method of making. Making traditional heather 
lobster pots, a style which was popular in west Mayo where willow was scarce 
broadened my horizons about potential weaving materials and encouraged me to 
experiment with bog myrtle,birch and larch twigs which I now use regularly in the 
making of bowls. I hope that future makers will continue to find traditional baskets a 
rich source of inspiration in their work.

hAy cReeL 
with twisted straw ropes

PARdog
a hinged bottom creel

This one is made from Hazel
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hen’S neST 
made from oaten straw

heATheR LoBSTeR PoT
west Mayo
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SkIB WITh gRId BASe
This basket was used  

for straining and  
serving potatoes

WILLoW  LoBSTeR PoT
Connemara region
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tradition 
 and innovation

“Tradition in the deepest sense of the word …is opposed to both the 

arbitrary establishment of the new and rootless and to the pursuit 

of the old and routine through a lack of creative imagination.” 
Juan Eduardo Cirlot

keRRy hAMPeR
This is based on a 
basket I saw in Co. 
Kerry in 1977 which had 
been made upside down. 
I wanted to have a strong 
durable base so set about 
making something similar 
in shape but a completely 
different design. The 
basket has a foot to 
protect the base from 
wear. The use of knots 
at the start of each set of 
weavers and which gives 
a certain patterning to the 
sides is a feature of much 
country basketmaking in 
Ireland.
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We live at a time when innovation is very highly valued and this is especially 
marked in the world of craft, even to the point where a lot of people want to shrug 
off the label of craftsperson altogether. I am not too concerned about labels or 
definitions, at best they are approximate ways of gathering and classifying but I do 
feel strongly that craft traditions have great value and I feel that this not currently 
sufficiently acknowledged, particularly in some craft publications where phrases 
like “cutting edge” and “breaking the boundaries” have become so common-
place that they are becoming the new orthodoxy. Now these comments might 
seem strange in the context of this booklet where I am presenting a grouping of 
baskets which is almost entirely non –functional or artistic but I do have a genuine 
concern that innovation will become a requirement and that younger makers in 
particular will not have enough time to develop their own style or to develop a 
good skill base before they are encouraged to experiment.

At the heart of my concerns is the idea that many people understand tradition as 
being static and that once one has developed a reasonable level of skill one can 
engage in mindless repetition. Perhaps this type of approach is exemplified by a 
description I read of a basketmaker who said that for him making a basket was 
just like sitting down in a chair, he didn’t even have to think about it. I find myself at 
odds with this description because it fails to acknowledge all the little judgements 
I am constantly making as I work- even when working on a traditional basket. Is 
the willow in ideal condition and if not what can I do to rectify it? If I slope outwards 
and then curve inwards will I still have the optimum space for weaving between 
the uprights. Makers throughout the craft disciplines are constantly making 
judgements like these each day and the answers are, to some extent, personal. 
They are the ideal solution as it appears to this particular individual to make the 
best work with a given material. Some craftspeople perceived as being traditional 
are in fact developing new approaches within what may be loosely described 
a traditional style.  I was struck when interviewing David Drew for the European 
Baskets exhibition that he mentioned this facet of his work; that although seen by 
many as a traditional maker, he had in fact changed the traditional aspect of the 
work in many ways.

I am not critical of innovation as an idea or in practice, even when it seems to have 



departed from tradition altogether. What I am arguing is that an external pressure 
on people to be innovative can be detrimental since it can lead to work where 
the energy or moving force is not deeply felt. I also believe, at least in the case of 
basketmaking, that it takes a good deal of time to develop a mastery of the willow 
and that people should be encouraged to develop skills thoroughly.  Over a period 
of time I have come to appreciate that I could become proficient at techniques 
that I once found difficult by working at them repeatedly. This effort and repetition 
bears fruit; one makes something which is good though not without fault and 
there is an immense amount of satisfaction to be derived from progress of that 
sort. There are people who would like to spare a craftsperson this repetition but 
I think this is misguided. There is a subtle process going on as you try to perfect 
a technique. You are learning to be patient, to work in the present moment and 
not to prejudge the outcome. In essence you are learning lessons which can be 
applied to many spheres of life. 

TWo SkIBS  These are based on traditional baskets called skibs which were used for 
straining and serving potatoes. They could be classed as traditional baskets but I show them 
here to draw attention to the changes that have been made from the more traditional one 
shown in the indigenous baskets section. 

Apart from the obvious difference regarding the use of colour as a result of selecting different 
varieties of willow there are several changes to the traditional design. Amongst these would 
be the use of a wale put on over the outstretched uprights to form a strong rim, the use of 40 
uprights to give a more rounded shape and the use of a six pair border.
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gallery

Pod WITh RIPPLed WhITe STone; 
Willow rods(s.purpurea packing twine), 
wood  and stone;  
38x52x36 cm, 
2010 

SAved FRoM The SAW 
Willow rods (s.purpurea Brittany Green) 

and lichen encrusted ash wood
46x68x45 cm

2008
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ovAL Pod on SycAMoRe Wood; 
willow rods (s.rubra harrison’s, steamed) 

and sycamore wood
48x60 x40cm

2008

SITTIng SoLIdLy
willow rods (s. rubra 
Harrison’s, steamed) and 
weathered ash wood
59x65x65 cm
2008



SWIRLIng RooT
willow rods (s.rubra Harrison’s,  
steamed) and bog pine
photographer Rory Moore
67x90x65 cm
2010
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ShAFT oF LIghT Pod on Bog oAk 
willow rods (s.purpurea  packing twine),  

and bog oak wood; 
44x44x62 cm; 

2007 
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BLue BoAT
willow rods (s.daphnoides)
38 x44x196 cm
2006      

kAyAk
willow rods (s.purpurea Lancashire dicks) 
14x16x115 cm
2009  



A Bog FInd
willow rods (s.purpurea packing  

twine) and bog pine
38x220x70 cm

2006        
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AdhARc/ hoRned BASkeT
willow rods (s.purpurea  packing twine)  

and bog pine  
38x62x32cm 

2006       
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LIchen BoWL  above
willow rods ( s.purpurea packing twine) 
and lichen encrusted birch twigs
photographer Roland Paschoff
25x46x46 cm
2007

RIPe
willow rods (s.rubra Harrison’s,  

steamed) and bog pine
62x89x81 cm

2010   



Pod on BLAckened ALdeR RooT, 
willow rods (s.purpurea packing twine) 
and stained alder root 
42x 54 x 40 cm 
2007  

BIRTh
willow rods (s.purpurea  

slender tip) and ash wood
photographer Roland Paschoff

50x 93 x64 cm
2008 

LARch BoWL
willow rods (s.rubra Harrison’s) and larch twigs
photographer Gillian Buckley
42x42x23cm
2005
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LARge Pouch WITh ThRee STIckS
willow rods (s rubra Harrison’s)  
and sticks of holly, ash and aspen
75x94x97 cm
2010



IASc/ FISh
willow rods (s.rubra Harrison’s, 

steamed) and bog pine
25x48 x37 cm

2010

eMBRAce
willow rods (s.purpurea 
packing twine) and bog pine
photographer Rory Moore
54x66x54 cm
2010
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BIRd’S BeAk Pod
willow rods (s.rubra Harrison’s

steamed) and bog pine
52x55x43 cm

2006   
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cLuSTeR oF PodS
at rear from left heartwork

and a bend in the tree front from 
left pod on blackened bog pine 

two small pods on fuchsia wood 
and pod on holly wood

2008 and 2009

The oLd ASh TRee
willow rods (s.purpurea packing  

twine) and weathered ash wood
47x82x60 cm

2009    
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uP FRoM The deeP
willow rods (s.purpurea packing twine, 
steamed) and weathered bog pine
photographer Rory Moore 
55x45x60cm
2008

ReMeMBeRIng BooRA
willow rods(s.purpurea packing twine) 
and bog oak found at Boora bog
60x90 x47cm
2008



A MeeTIng oF The hARd And SoFT
willow rods (s. rubra Harrison’s, steamed) 

whitethorn wood and ivy wood
40x120x22cm

2006   

Bog Pouch WITh MAny AngLeS
willow rods (s.purpurea packing  
twine) and weathered bog pine
51x66x48cm
2010
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eMeRgIng  below at front
willow rods (s.purpurea slender tip) 
and ash wood
40x90x53 cm
2007   

WIZened
willow rods (s.purpurea packing 
twine) and wizened holly wood

44x58x41 cm
2010

FRoM BARTLey’S Wood
willow rods (s. rubra Harrison’s, 
steamed) and unknown wood
49x65x43 cm
2006 
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oLd hydRAngeA Wood BASkeT
willow rods (s.purpurea packing twine) 
and old  hydrangea wood
photographer Trevor Hart 
22x48x18cm
2004  

A Bend In The TRee
willow rods(s.rubra harrison’s, 
steamed) and beech wood 
with some lichen growth
51x72x48cm
2009    

LARge Bog Pouch
willow rods (s.rubra Harrison’s,  
steamed) and bog pine 
70x95x60 cm
2006 
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A neST 
FoR A STone
heather twigs 
and thorn wood 
encased in ivy
32x13x12 cm
2005

A Bend In The RIveR
willow rods (s.purpurea packing 
twine, steamed) and bog pine 
39x42x58 cm
2008

The Long BeAked BIRd
willow rods (s rubra  

Harrison’s) and bog pine
14x34x19cm
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The Long BeAked BIRd
detail
2006

SMALL Bog Pouch
willow rods (s.rubra Harrison’s, steamed) and bog pine
38x40x37 cm
2006
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neST WITh  
Found neST InSIde
birch twigs
8x18x18 cm
2008

LIchen WALL PIece
lichen encrusted birch 
twigs tied with thin 
willow rods
21x62x50 cm
2006 

doWn InTo The cenTRe
birch twigs and fuchsia wood 
27x36x35cm
2008
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RAW BASkeT SeRIeS
lichen basket,  

lichen encrusted birch twigs
33x30x28 cm

2010  

cATkIn WALL PIece
willow (s.viminalis) harvested  
with catkins and bog pine 
39 x19 cm 
2009



ThRee eyeS
bark wall piece
s.alba bark and wood
48x11x8 cm
2009

SeRIeS oF  
ToTeM heAdS
willow and aspen 
trunks and mixed 
bark, predominantly 
willow but also birch 
and pine bark
from 60 to 90 cm 
tall and 26 to  
35 cm wide
2007 and 2008

MovIng ToWARdS uPRIghT
three wall pieces, wild willow (probably 

s.cinera) and bark, sizes from left:  
55x11x12 cm, 47x10x10 cm, 35x9x9cm 

2008
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heALIng
pod on ash wood with healed scar and 
lichen markings; willow rods (s.purpurea 
packing twine) and ash wood
32x50x37
2008

A hInT oF BLue
bark hanger with wild willow 
core and mixed willow barks
46x10x8cm
2007

A nARRoW oPenIng
pod on ash wood, willow 
rods (s.purpurea Brittany 
Green) and ash wood
35x48x28 cm
2007  
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Bog BoAT AgRound
willow rods(s.rubra  

Harrison’s)  and bog pine
20x46x38cm

2009
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WALL BASkeT WITh LIchen InSeT
willow rods (various species)  
and lichen encrusted birch twigs
68x68x9cm
2008  

BIRch BoWL
willow rods (s rubra Harrison’s 

steamed) and birch twigs
24x50x50 cm

2009    
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BARk Pouch  
WITh eye on  

LIchen hAngeR
willow bark (s.alba) and 

birch stick with lichen
34x17x11cm

2009

RAW BASkeT SeRIeS
heather; heather twigs
38x28x28cm
2010

BARk Pouch on 
LIchen hAngeR
willow bark (s.alba) and 
birch stick with lichen
31x19x9cm
2008  
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Pouch WITh Bog Wood cuRL
willow rods (s.purpurea packing  

twine) and bog pine
48x62x40 cm

2007  

BASkeT ABouT STILLneSS
willow rods(s.purpurea packing 
twine), fuchsia wood and bog pine
28x52x35cm
2005  
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RhododendRon Pod
willow rods (s.Purpurea packing 

twine triple steamed) and 
rhododendron wood

44x49x36 cm
2010

BLue cATkIn BoWL
willow rods (s.purpurea 
packing twine uprights and 
S.daphnoides on sides)
22x48x48 cm
2006
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Christophe Salet is a French journalist and blogger and we did this interview in the 
Summer of 2010. I updated the answers in late January 2011. Christophe’s  blog 
can be accessed at  http://artefactotum.wordpress

Questions:
how did you first get into basketmaking and why?
I was interested in combining basketmaking with farming . To live in a rural environment, 
close to nature was important to my wife and myself.  I was attracted to basketmaking 
because you can grow your own material and this turns a rural location into an advantage.

you’re growing your own willow.  does that give you a better understanding 
of the material? Why is it important for you to control the whole process of 
basketmaking?
Yes growing over time gives you a lot of extra knowledge about how rods behave , what 
variety is suitable for a particular type of work.
It is not essential to control the whole process but in my case I live in the countryside, we 
have suitable land so it is easy to do.  It gives  more variety in the work and adds to my 
skills so then it is a question of why not. I would not have a problem with buying in willow if I 
needed it and in fact I do buy willow most years for teaching basketmaking.

When did you start making non-functional baskets? What was your main 
motivation?
About the year 2000. I began to feel that I needed to renew my own way of seeing the 
world, to look at it with more wonder and respect and it gradually began to feel natural to 
express some of these feelings with the material I best understand, (willow) but bringing in 
other elements such as found pieces of wood that interested me 

how does the making process differ when you make functional and non-
functional baskets?
With a functional basket I have a clear picture of the finished basket before I even cut a 
bottom stick but with the non functional work I am trying  to be receptive to the pieces of 
wood and what I feel is present in them waiting to be revealed. With birch twigs and other 
materials I feel an attraction to them and this leads me to wonder in what way I can use 
them in my work. 

interview Christopher Salet

 with Joe Hogan
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your non-functional baskets are made with a lot of different and unconventional 
materials: bark, bog myrtle, lichen, catkins… how do you select the materials you’re 
going to use?
I first have to feel drawn to the material. If this happens it is usually possible to find out 
whether a particular material is flexible enough to be woven. Sometimes I will be influenced 
by work I have done before, for example weaving heather in traditional Irish lobster pots 
encouraged me to try other wild material. In the case of bark I saw photographs of work 
by an American basketmaker, Dorothy Gill Barnes which I thought very beautiful and this 
inspired me to try out various barks available to me here.

To me, your non-functional baskets look like some kind of co-creations between 
man and nature, where the distinction between the contribution of each is kind of 
blurred. does that correspond to the idea you’re working on?
Yes, that is a very good description of what I am often trying to do.  As humans we seem 
to tire of even the most beautiful things in nature when they become common place. The 
American poet Mary Oliver poses the question “How can we ever stop looking?” but of 
course we do ; we tire of even the most amazing natural phenomena and so I am trying to 
redevelop some sense of deeper looking, at least in myself. If it helps others to appreciate 
the natural world more then that is great. 

ShAFT oF LIghT Pod WITh 
BARk BIndIng
willow rods (s.purpurea packing 
twine) and bark of s.caprea
36x36x52cm
2006
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you run basketmaking courses on your farm in Loch na Fooey.  In your opinion, 
what makes a good basketmaker or what qualities are necessary to succeed?
Enthusiasm seems to me to be essential .  To perfect any craft skill requires a lot of repetition 
so if one is enthusiastic and enjoys the work this is central.  It is also very important to 
concentrate on what you are doing at the particular time rather than anticipating the 
finish or day dreaming but being in the present moment is, I think important for almost 
everything in life. 

you recently contributed a lampshade to a range of furniture by design studio 
Superfolk. did you learn anything from this experience of working with designers? 
Would you be interested in doing it again?
Yes it was enjoyable and good to make something to another designer’s  idea but in 
some respects I would also notice the fact of not having as much freedom.  I am sure 
I learned from the experience but would find it hard to quantify it. Yes I would consider 
doing it again and in fact have collaborated with fashion designer, Joanne Hynes, recently 
to make a selection of hats for a fashion show. 

TWIg hAT
A collaboration with fashion  

designer Joanne Hynes; birch twigs;  
55x64x64cm externally

inner dimensions 17cm x28x28cm
2011
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 In 2008, you also co-curated an exhibition about european Basketmaking. What 
are the major trends you observed in contemporary european basketmaking?
Well the exhibition tired to bring together contemporary  work,  traditional or indigenous  
work (which is fast disappearing) and modern functional work. In this way it aimed to give 
a representative, albeit limited picture of European basketmaking.
The decline in traditional basketmaking is most marked, I regret the passing of traditional 
skills and am concerned that basketmakers in the future may not have a deep enough 
skill base from which to draw  in order to express their ideas .  There is a great upsurge 
of interest in what is called contemporary basketmaking and this is an encouraging 
development but the situation for trained basketmakers making functional work is difficult 
in the extreme. Pressure from cheap imports has become impossible. How can a basket 
that took 4 hours to make be sold for 2 euro even if it comes from China? This is not 
sustainable even there, the quality is often so poor that the basket is broken within a year 
instead of lasting a lifetime so it is not so cheap in the long term. In fact if you really mean to 
use a basket then a well made European basket might well be better value if the number 
of years service is considered.  This is rarely done and European makers are finding it 
increasingly  difficult to sell their work. 

Traditional basketmakers in europe are faced with the competition of cheap 
imports. Are you confident in the future of european basketmaking ? In your 
opinion, what are the conditions for this craft to survive?
No , I am not confident but I am hopeful that with a greater emphasis on ethical buying  
people will begin to ask more questions about where the  baskets are coming from .
In terms of functional work if we could educate the public to see that a stout log basket , 
made to last 20 years  and costing say 120 euro is cheaper in the long run than a shoddily 
made one sold for 15 or 20 euro which might not last  a year then that would be start.
Functional work is important even for non functional makers as they need to build up their 
skill level initially. 
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Solo exhibitions 
2011 Bare Branches, Blue Black Sky, Garter 
Lane Arts Centre, Waterford, March/April
Bare Branches, Blue Black Sky, Scottish 
Gallery, Edinburgh
Bare Branches, Blue Black Sky; Aras Eanna, 
Inis Thiar, Aran Islands. Co Galway
2011 Bare Branches, Blue Black Sky; 
Dunamaise Arts Centre, Co Laois, October 
2008 Wood meets Willow, Linen hall Arts 
Centre. Castlebar, Co Mayo
2005 Weaving the harvest, Grennan Mill, 
Thomastown, Co Kilkenny (as part of the 
Kilkenny Arts Festival)

Group Exhibitions
2011 Portfolio national craft gallery, 
Kilkenny March 
2011  Portfolio; Flow gallery London; March

2010-2011 Portfolio, Stour gallery; U.K; 
November - February
2011 Material Poetry, Galway Arts Festival , 
(July) 
 2010 Material Poetry, October 2010. New 
York
 2010  noon Passama, jewellery. Joe hogan, 
vessels, September, Gallerie Ra Amsterdam
2010 Archaic shelter September (part of 
Maison + Objet), Paris
2010 Portfolio, Kenny Gallery Galway and 
National Craft gallery, Kilkenny
2010 european Baskets, Strule Arts centre, 
Omagh. N Irl and Draiocht Arts Centre 
Blanchardstown. Dublin
2010 collect, Saatchi Gallery London 
(represented by National Craft gallery
2009 Looking West, Stour gallery. U.K
2009 The Stour gallery at Ballyduff House, 
Kilkenny Arts Week

selected exhibitions

 from 2005 to 2011

gALLeRIe RA 
Amsterdam, 2010
photograph Gallerie Ra
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2009 ealaionn at Lunasa Galway City 
Museum
2009 naturalicht, Craft 2 EU gallery, 
Hamburg, Germany
2009 object, National Craft Gallery Kilkenny
2009 collect, Saatchi Gallery London , 
(represented by National craft gallery)
2009 european Baskets Hastings Arts 
centre, UK
2008 european Baskets (co curator with 
Mary Butcher), National Craft Gallery, Kilkenny.
2008 Image of Longing, National Craft 
Gallery Kilkenny
2008 Sofa, Chicago (represented by National 
Craft Gallery)
2008 Peatlands, (in conjunction with 
International Peat Conference), Tullamore Co 
Offaly
2008  Sculpture in context, Dublin
2008  Portfolio. Blue coat Display Centre. 
Liverpool.
2007  Pinolere  International Basket 
exhibition and Competition, Ortavia, Canary                        
Islands ,  Spain
2007  SoFA, Chicago represented by Crafts 
Council of Ireland

2007  Seomra at SEMA, Paris
2007  Seomra at National Craft Gallery, 
Kilkenny
2007 Ballaide Irlandaise, Gallerie Embargo, 
Paris.
2007 Wexford Arts centre, Group Show
2007 Select, Eigse  Arts festival.  Carlow.
2006 SoFA, Chicago represented by Crafts 
Council of Ireland
2006  Sculpture in context. Dublin
2006  R.h.A. Annual exhibition, Dublin 
2006 celtic Influence, Stour gallery U.K

Recent Awards 
1st prize basketmaking category
RDS National Craft Competition, 2007 and 
2008
Award of excellence, reserve.  RDS.  2008
crafts council of Ireland Bursary  
(joint award) 2006
1st prize Pinolere International Basketry 
Competition, 2005
Award don Juan gonzalez Farina, 2007

LInenhALL ARTS cenTRe
Castlebar, Co Mayo, 2008
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